Sullivan's Travel & Tourism students had a trio of fun!

During the Fall 2001 quarter, Sullivan's Travel & Tourism students enjoyed a fabulous trip to Grand Cayman (largest of the Cayman islands in the West Indies), Cozumel, Mexico and Busch Gardens in Tampa, Florida.

Arriving into Grand Cayman, some of the students experienced swimming with the stingrays; others browsed the unique shops.

While in Cozumel, students enjoyed bartering with the locals and visited the Mayan Ruins of Tulum where the tour guide gave an informative narration on the Yucatan and Mayan culture.

Busch Gardens in Tampa is a theme park and zoo combined! Students took a safari train ride through the beautiful gardens and saw a variety of animals from flamingos, tigers and hippos (oh my!).

Trip was a fun learning experience

This exciting trip helped to familiarize students with cruising, and learned what each vacation destination has to offer so they may pass their experiences on to their clients.

"...I really enjoyed this trip because I had a great chance to experience different cultures and meet a diversity of people..." said Sandy Johnson, Travel & Tourism student.

Watch the next Herald for highlights of the Spring 2002 trip to Chicago and New Orleans!